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You can set this dictionary as your default Kindle dictionary and look up words while reading. The

default setting is The New Oxford American Dictionary included on your Kindle, but you have the

option to change your default setting to this compatible dictionary after purchase. This hardcover

version of Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Eleventh Edition, is jacketed, has a navy kivar

binding, and is plain-edged (no thumb indexing). For this new edition, America's largest staff of

lexicographers made more than 100,000 changes and added more than 10,000 new words and

senses, such as 'convergence', 'Frankenfood', 'phat', 'psyops, and 'vermiculture'. The Eleventh

Edition also features over 40,000 usage examples - more than ever before - which clarify confused

or disputed terms. Additionally, thousands of phrases and idioms help distinguish vocabulary for

language learners. Special sections include A Handbook of Style, An Essay on the English

Language, and Signs and Symbols. Over 55 million copies of Merriam-Webster's Collegiate

Dictionary have been sold, spanning a time period of over 100 years.
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For my needs, this Collegiate is a much better dictionary than the more simplified others, such as



the dictionaries bundled with Kindle. Its definitions are more extensive and nuanced, especially

useful when reading older material where the meanings of words (and the words themselves) have

changed over time. Many times I have have found the more nuanced meanings of better authors in

their selection of words.It is simple to make this the default dictionary in Kindle instead of the

bundled one.At its heart, It is a standalone full copy of the Collegiate Dictionary, and can also be

fully accessed as a separate book within Kindle. This makes browsing enjoyable, not just of its

listings (including such pictures as dictionaries have) but also its supplemental materials.When

using it as a writer (I know the word, but not its spelling, nor if I completely understand the word I

seek to use) and not as a reader, I would have been more pleased if those who had added

electronic usability had also made it more intuitive to those of us with poorer ability to spell by more

simply allowing the browsing for a word as is done with a paper dictionary. Yes, the pages are there

exactly as they are in the paper version, but, for me, the electronics are not as good as the physical

movement of the pages or groups of pages. It might be that adding a line which could be dragged at

the top to change the pages displayed would further improve this.

This dictionary reminds me of the one my mom had when I was a kid. The lingo and terms seem

present with our generation. This dictionary is good to keep in my library for references.

this one is comprehensive and direct with enough etymological and historical perspective to be

useful and helpful most of the time. If it fails, on occasion, I go to another dictionary or the the

venerable OED.UPDATE: 9/30/13 - I recently purchased a Kindle Fire HD7 and tried to set MW as

the default. No can do. Not only that, I downloaded it to my device and it functions only as a book

but not as a dictionary. If I try to look up a word, the book gets indexed, and then each and every

occurrence of the word I'd like to have defined is listed, but not as a dictionary entry format. So I

looked up "fall" and got pages and pages of locations where the word fall is used in the dictionary,

whether as an explanatory description, an example, or, yes, a dictionary entry. But the dictionary

definition is buried in and among the other uses of the word. Makes me wonder of the thesaurus

would act the same? Works great on my Kindle Keyboard where I have set it up as my default and

can still use the Oxfords as backup dictionaries.

We need more dictionaries for our middle school students with limited English to use. This dictionary

is an updated version of ones we already have. We needed more copies and was happy to see a

newer version. Nice book - easy to use.



Had to buy it for class, so the low price was a relief. Studied it good and hard for the 100 point exam

on the history, usage, and layout of this particular dictionary for my 100 level english class.Seriously

though, it is a good all around dictionary. I was surprised by how much I enjoyed reading the

etymologies, very interesting to learn where our words came from.

Very helpful, resourceful, educational, inspiring to any writer & author who struggle with words. This

book handy!!

I moved and have been unable to find my 40 year old dictionary. This was such a good price and is

perfect. Happy to have a nice new one.

Great Dictionary. Wish they added spelling assistance when looking up a word. And also, the

"search" option is located in a weird place. The design or layout needs improving but other than that

it is the best.
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